
REQUEST FOR QUOTE: ADVICE AND EXAMPLE COMMENTS


---------


Hi (supplier’s first name) ,
1

We are a promotional product distributor based out of New York. (include 

company website link). 
2

Nice to contact you. 
3

Request for Price Quotation 
4

• Please provide price quotations for 3 customized references. 


• Photos of the 3 items are attached and labeled. 
5

• 1 of the 3 items will be considered for ordering. 


I realize these are not your exact items that you already manufacture, but 

from your capabilities, I believe you can quote and develop the items. 
6

 Everyone has a first name…use it! Not using their name shows a coldness and also shows 1

they are being shopped out. 

 Would be better to introduce yourself to Chinese suppliers before “game time.”. Introduce 2

yourself to suppliers before you need them. 

 Sort of a “cheesy” greeting, but this is typical professional “China supplier speak”. Not using it 3

is up to you, but I always recommend humanizing the email in a simple-English sort of way. 

 Bold header breaks up monotony.4

 Be sure to label your attachments. If there is more description to add based on each 5

attachment then do so. Do not only attach the file and expect the supplier to draw conclusions.  

 I add this because if you do not give that comment, a supplier may assume that you are asking 6

for something existing, i.e. something they already have off the shelf. If the supplier thinks you 
are asking for an “existing” item, they may turn it down without reading your inquiry.  

http://bit.ly/1LWhcfe


We do not have existing samples to send to you. 
7

1.) Price: our target price is around $5.00 per item, FOB China. 


Based on that price and the photos, as you can determine, we are not 

expecting the cheapest quality.  
8

Keep in mind this is for the USA retail market. 
9

Quote FOB China port. 


If the price is the same for all 3 items, let us know. 


Quote based on the photos. When you quote, please use the name we gave the 
photo.


Measurements:  We have placed measurements on attached photos. But if any 
measurement is missing, use your best judgment to determine the 

measurement.  If any measurement is causing big problems, let me know and 10
we’ll solve it together. 


  If you do not say this, the first email reply from the supplier will say “Can you send us a 7

sample?”

 Use this opportunity to explain more about your quality. 8

 This is said because it gives the supplier an idea of expected quality. Let the supplier know 9

whatever market you are serving. 

 I say this to avoid the supplier trying to ask you for every little spec. It’s true that you, as the 10

buyer, should provide as much as possible, but occasionally suppliers will not move until they 
have been spoon-fed every tidbit. It’s a way to avoid having to put on their thinking caps. 



I realize the quoted price will be an estimate and subject to change later on 

(although, quote as accurately as possible) .
11

Provide:  setup charges for sampling and price per piece for mass production. 


Provide cost not only for the setup/mold, but also for physical samples. We 
will send physical samples on our FedEx account. 


If possible, we would like at least 3 piece samples of each reference. Consider 

this when quoting the setup fee.  
12

2.)  Quantity:  


Quote the minimum order quantity plus next 2 reasonable quantity scales so 

we can see the price breaks. 
13

Only 1 reference will be ordered; therefore the quantities will not be 
assorted. 


3.)  Purpose:  This item will be free gift-with-purchase, once a customer buys 
more than $50.00 in the stores. 


The gift needs to be middle range to high quality and a high-perceived value. 


 Without mentioning that you realize they are giving an estimate price, the supplier may 11

hesitate to quote. Suppliers start off thinking their buyers are requesting an unrealistic accuracy. 
Many buyers do request an unrealistic accuracy instead of realizing the quote is subject to 
change. Also many buyers are inexperienced in their own quoting and do not know how to 
adjust the quotation based on contingencies. The buyers’ inexperience or fear creates an undue 
burden of accuracy on the supplier, before the time of accuracy is called for…does that make 
sense?

 If you do not tell them how many samples you will need, they will only consider the cost for 1 12

piece sample. Many buyers assume that during the sampling process, the setup fee includes 
multiple samples, but this is seldom the case. If you are going to need a “batch” of samples, let 
the vendor know. 

 This lets the vendor know that you are expecting a price decrease as the volume increases. If 13

you have specific quantity figures in mind, then of course give those. Avoid giving too many 
quantity scales. Too many qty scales give the vendor indication of a buyer who is only shopping 
for info.

http://bit.ly/1COxOjq
http://bit.ly/1rASbgN


4.)  Important concepts:


Look: Not only should the item not be damaged but also it needs to have a 

“clean manufacturing” look.  
14

Color matching:  we will provide pantone #. Please confirm for minimum order 
quantity, may we use custom pantone #?


Customizing: We will custom as much as possible, the color and the material. 
We want to match the attached photo. 


5.)  Packing:  


Quote bulk packaging, 1 unit per plastic baggie. 


Provide packing specifications in quote; pieces per export carton, carton 
weight and carton measurements. Please be as accurate as possible on the 
packing specifications because this is how we will determine our freight 

costs.   
15

6.)  Timing:  


Once you quote, we hope to start sampling later this month. If we order, we 

will start the order in March, please note. 
16

Provide timing for:

-sample production (how many days from start of sample to sample send out?)

-mass production: (how many days from deposit until goods are ready to leave 
the factory?)


 This is giving the supplier insight into your expectations and that you will be a stickler on 14

quality. They should also keep this comment in mind when quoting; i.e. you are expecting 
careful manufacturing. 

 The supplier may not give export-packing detail the first time around, thus I recommend 15

asking for it. Even if you ask in this initial RFQ, they may not give it and you will have to 
followup.  

 Here you gave an indication of your intentions on what was to happen next. This helps the 16

vendor know you are not simply shopping for quotes and asking them for free work, but that 
there is actual business on the horizon. 

http://bit.ly/1RxV66I


Please reply to this email at your earliest convenience; letting me know it was 
received and that you are working on the quote. 


I will be available on Skype or email to answer any questions. Let’s keep the 
communication open. 


If after reviewing this information, you feel this is something you do not want 
to quote or are too busy, let me know from the beginning. I will understand. 


Do not rush the quotation  but we would like to have the answer by Friday, 17
if possible. Please take your time and be as detailed as possible. 


Thank you,

xxxxx


Jacob’s closing comments:  


This may seem “wordy” but it is supposed to be a composite of categories to 
include in your initial RFQ. It is not an actual RFQ but the point is to give 
glimpses when describing certain situations. 


Benefits of sending a lengthy request for quotation from the beginning:


• You have all of your evidences on paper as a running to-do list and 
supplier control point. 


• If the supplier does not answer one point, you can now simply copy 
paste it and resend the point, requesting their answer. Usually, 
regardless of how long your RFQ is, the supplier is going to miss a point 
or 2. 


• Your lengthy initial RFQ can be used as a sort of checklist. When the 
supplier sends the quotation back to you, you can put your RFQ beside 
the supplier’s quotation and see if they acknowledged each point you 
gave. If the supplier did not acknowledge the point, you need to go 
back and have them to reconfirm. Silence is not a confirmation. 


 The supplier thinks every client is asking for an ASAP quote. Many clients are incorrectly 17

rushing the process. If you have timing on your side, let the supplier know and remind them to 
slow down and work for accuracy. 

http://bit.ly/1PvUSzk
http://bit.ly/215t08W


If timing allows you can split important points up in 2 separate emails for 
easier digestion on the supplier’s part.


I am probably overly paranoid, but if you notice, in the way I structure my 
sentences to suppliers, I attempt to avoid them having to “guess” what I mean. 


Before you send your inquiries, think about any question they may have and 
answer that in advance, if at all possible. The supplier MAY VERY WELL still 
ask. But in having all the detail “on paper”, you can politely refer them back to 
your email or copy and paste the point. 


I hope this helps.


Seasons Greetings,

Jacob Yount


———————————————

Visit me on the blog:  www.JacobYount.com


See more of what we manufacture:  www.JLstyle.com/products


Find me on LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/jlmade


Holler at me on Twitter:  twitter.com/jlmade


Email:  jacob@JLmade.com


http://www.jacobyount.com
http://www.jlstyle.com/products
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jlmade
http://twitter.com/jlmade
mailto:jacob@jlmade.com

